How can I set up a Kanopy PDA subscription in WorldCat knowledge base?
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Applies to

- Collection Manager
- WorldCat knowledge base

Answer

At this time the WorldCat knowledge base does not have an automatic holdings feed with Kanopy. You can use the two existing knowledge base collections to manage their Kanopy PDA/DDA titles. Those collections are:

Kanopy US (collection ID: kanopy.us)

Kanopy PDA US (collection ID: kanopy.pdaus)

You would then choose which one you want to use to represent all titles vs. the ones selected as part of PDA.

There’s no need to enter their Kanopy ID within the collections. There’s no need to sign up for MARC record delivery specifically to manage PDA, but if you would like to receive MARC records for other parts of their workflow, you may turn this on.
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